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Philanthropists hand
Lithuania world-class
modern art museum

Local philanthropists are teaming up with a world-
renowned architect to hand Lithuania’s capital Vilnius its
first modern art museum, with doors due to open in ear-

ly 2019. Designed by Daniel Libeskind, the author of Berlin’s
landmark Jewish Museum and New York’s National
September 11 Memorial and Museum, the Vilnius venue will
feature Lithuanian art from the Soviet-era 1960s through to
the present day.

A model of the future museum reveals a striking angular
white concrete cube with a diagonal passageway and a large
mirrored outer terrace at the back. “It is not my largest project,
it is one of the smallest,” Libeskind said of the venue, the first
of its kind in the Baltic states. “It’s a museum for people. It is

not just for art lovers, but for families, for kids. People just
enjoy the public space, then will enter the museum and then
get also interested in all the contents.” Philanthropist Viktoras
Butkus is spending 8.5 million euros ($9.2 million) on the
museum and its unique collection.  Part of a vibrant crop of
post-Soviet era entrepreneurs, Butkus earned his fortune in
2010 by selling his stake in Fermentas, an enzymes producer
for biotechnology companies.

Rich collection 
“Since Lithuania regained independence in 1991 ... neither

museums nor collectors have bought works from this period”
due to a lack of funding, he told AFP, referring to the period
spanning the Soviet and post-Soviet era. “A whole piece of our
country’s culture has thus disappeared” in galleries, compa-
nies or abroad, added Butkus, who is financing the museum
along with wife Danguole. Butkus has collected about 4,000
works of art, mostly over the past six years. They include paint-
ings by surrealist Mikalojus Povilas Vilutis, by Augustinas
Savickas-vaguely reminiscent of Chagall-as well as sculptures
by Ruta Jusionyte.

The collection also includes videos and snapshots docu-
menting the development of Lithuanian photography.
Danguole took art history courses to gear up for the project.
“They are the first to buy art not officially sanctioned by the
state from the late Soviet era,” says art historian Erika
Grigoraviciene, adding that the Butkuses have compiled “one
of the richest collections of the period”. “There are interesting
paintings by artists exposed to solitude, despair, anger,” she
added.  “We noticed that there were many such works created
after 1990, but galleries and museums did not have the mon-
ey to buy them.” —AFP

Lithuanian painter Patricija Jurskaityte poses for a pic-
ture in Vilnius. — AFP photos
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Inside a travelling aquatic circus in
Kyrgyzstan’s capital Bishkek, whoops
and cheers go up as a dolphin leaps out

of a pool and slam-dunks a ball through a
basketball net. Hundreds of people packed
inside the Moscow Travelling
Dolphinarium to watch dolphins and belu-
ga whales perform acrobatic stunts,
against a painted backdrop of blue skies
and palm trees. A blonde female announc-
er dressed as a sailor spurs on the animals
like champion athletes. “A real sportsman
doesn’t give up so easily,” she booms as a
beluga named Dandy leaps out of the
water but fails to whack a ball hanging on
a string with his tail.

But he does not fluff up his second
attempt. “And he’s got it this time!” the
presenter shouts as the crowd roars in
approval over a soundtrack of blaring rock
and Russian pop ballads. While the New
Year’s show wowed crowds in landlocked
Kyrgyzstan, it also fuelled a long-running
debate in former Soviet states about cruel-
ty to animals. Travelling dolphinariums are
banned across much of the world but
remain popular in the ex-Soviet bloc where
forms of circus entertainment prohibited in
the West, such as acts with wild animals
like lions and bears, continue to thrive
despite concerns about animal welfare.

Yet opposition to animal abuse has
grown in recent times, with local activists
using the Internet to gather data and
mobilize opposition to practices they say
involve animal cruelty or stress. Before the
Moscow dolphin circus rolled into town,
1,500 people signed an online petition
imploring Kyrgyzstan’s President Almazbek
Atambayev to ban it.  On opening night, a
group of protesters picketed the perform-
ance with posters featuring drawings of
weeping dolphins, some of them by chil-
dren.  “Why has this dolphin circus ended
up in Kyrgyzstan? Because it has nowhere
else to go and we are a poor country with
lax legislation,” Anna Kirilenko of BIOM, an
environmentalist non-profit organization

based in Bishkek, told AFP.
Authorities in Bishkek however defend-

ed the show. “Dolphins love to be touched.
Training and performances are a form of
play for dolphins...they were born in cap-
tivity and thus would not survive in the
wild,” the mayor’s office said in a state-
ment. Video footage secretly recorded by
citizen journalists showing a circus whale
in the Russian city of Perm being kept in a
small metal container for days on end has
been used by activists to press their case. A
representative of the Moscow Travelling
Dolphinarium denied any connection
between the circus and the whale in Perm,
saying the company never toured in Russia
outside the capital.

Shooting stray dogs 
Animal abuse is a recurring theme in

Kyrgyzstan-the second-poorest country to
emerge from the breakup of the Soviet

Union. In 2011, authorities in Bishkek
announced plans to shoot around 10,000
stray dogs, sparking an international out-
cry and a number of petitions demand-
ing the creatures be spared. The govern-
ment defended the shootings, arguing
that housing the dogs or organizing a
program of mass sterilization was too
costly. Neighboring Tajikistan also has a
sometimes unsavory reputation on ani-
mal welfare.

For many years, a white-bearded man
patrolled the streets of the capital
Dushanbe with a sad-looking muzzled
bear, offering rides to passers-by. Both he
and his bear died in 2013. The stress and
discomfort suffered by aquatic mammals
in travelling circuses has attracted particu-
lar attention. In 2010, a beluga whale
called Dale died from heart problems in
Kazakhstan while touring with a Russian
circus. Dale’s circus partner lost interest in
performing tricks after his death and disap-
peared from the show shortly afterwards,
Kazakh media reported.

‘Worst of the worst’ 
“These travelling dolphin circuses are

the worst of the worst in terms of cruelty,”
said Richard O’Barry, founder of the US-
based Dolphin Project that campaigns
against dolphin captivity.  “They haul dol-
phins and whales around in a truck. They
live in a coffin-sized box. Then they milk as
much money out of them before they die
from stress-related diseases.” O’Barry once
trained dolphins for the US television show
Flipper but turned his back on such dis-
plays after the dolphin that most often
played the lead character died in what
O’Barry believes was a suicide triggered by
depression. These days, he cautions
against what he calls “the born in captivity
argument” used by dolphin circus owners
to justify their shows. “Very little research
has been done on this subject,” O’Barry
told AFP. “Many of these dolphins proba-
bly were born in the wild.” — AFP
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A Beluga during a performance of the
Russia-based Moscow Dolphinarium.


